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Abstract

The aim of this work is to introduce a prototype for monitoring tremor diseases using computer vision techniques. While vision 
has been previously used for this purpose, the system we are introducing differs intrinsically from other traditional systems. The 
essential difference is characterized by the placement of the camera on the user’s body rather than in front of it, and thus 
reversing the whole process of motion estimation. This is called active motion tracking. Active vision is simpler in setup and 
achieves more accurate results compared to traditional arrangements, which we refer to as “passive” here. One main advantage of 
active tracking is its ability to detect even tiny motions using its simple setup, and that makes it very suitable for monitoring 
tremor disorders. 
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1. Introduction

Movement disorders forbid many people from enjoying their daily lives. As with other diseases, diagnosis and 
analysis are key issues in treating such disorders. In this work, we present a framework for active vision-based 
monitoring and analyzing tremor disorders like Parkinson.Human Motion analysis in clinical medicine and therapy 
has been an active research field since the 1980’s. Most of the existing human motion tracking and analysis systems 
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can be classified into two categories:  Position sensing systems and vision-based tracking systems. In the position 
sensing paradigm, a set of sensors is mounted to the body of the patient in order to collect motion information.The 
use of magnetic sensorsfor human motion estimation was reported in research [1,2]. The performance of the 
magnetic sensors is affectedby the availability of ferromagnetic materials in the surrounding environment[3]. These 
materials will disturb the functionality of the sensors, the matterthat will result in distorted measurements. Inertial 
measurement units (IMUs)were also used [4,5]. An IMU is a combination of accelerometers and gyroscopes.Its
major disadvantage is the drift problem that leads to an ever-increasingdifference between actual and measured 
parameters.

Computer vision-based motion capture systems form the other alternative. They rely on cameras as sensors. In a 
classical setup of such systems, aspecially designed room is equipped with multiple high quality cameras thatare 
installed all over the room.The patient stands in the middle of theroom with visual markers placed all over his 
body[6]. As the patient moves, the cameras continuously capture image frames that are used to register the motionby 
tracking the position of the markers in different frames.

Although such arrangements can accomplish the task, several limitations associated with them can be observed. 
First of all, the arrangement is not costeffective due to the use of multiple expensive cameras. Secondly, the tests 
areall spatially limited to the room where the system is installed. This hindersthe possibility of observing the subject 
while moving naturally and freely, thematter that can affect the quality of the result (diagnosis).In fact, the best 
possible way to follow the case and notice any developments is to observe the patients motion during daily life 
activities. Again, thisis impossible using the classical motion capture systems due to their spatiallimitations.

The innovative solution that we use here tackles this issue directly. We want to build a convenient, low cost 
vision-based motion capture system that canbe used by the tremor patient while practicing daily-life activities. When 
itis time for a follow-up check, motion information is already available for the physician, and the decision on the 
level of improvement is not subjective. Thiscan be achieved by active motion capture. In contrast to the traditional 
motioncapture systems (which we will call passive here), active motion capture involves mounting the cameras on 
the patient’s body rather than installing themin a specialized diagnosis environment.This way, the mobility of the 
patient is guaranteed during motion capture and analysis. Moreover, the rapid advancement of the technology allows 
nowadays for small, low cost cameras that can bepractically used for this purpose. Another advantage of active 
motion captureover passive one is higher resolution: active motion capture is capable of detectingminute movements
much better and more accurate than passive techniques. This was proven both theoretically and practically in our lab. 
This feature is ofparticular interest for the tremor-based disorders, as very small motions mightneed to be detected 
and analysed.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 compares active motion trackingto passive one. Actual motion 
tracking steps are given in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the results and concluding remarks are given in Section 
5.

2. Active vision vs. passive vision for motion tracking

Traditional passive vision-based tracking systems place the camera in front of the moving body. Many 
difficulties are associated with such configurations.For such systems to work, there is a need to use special markers 
placed on thejoints to be tracked [7,8,6]. Sophisticated setups and expensive equipment are required to accomplish 
the task. If occlusion takes place, some markers cannotbe detected which means that detailed motion of some parts 
cannot be provided.Marker-free systems try to employ computer vision techniques to estimate the motion. A review 
of such systems can be found in [9]. However, getting rid ofmarkers comes with the price of complicating the 
estimation process of 3D non-rigidhuman motion. The system fails if the extracted features are not robust enough. 
The problem becomes more difficult if the subject appears withina cluttered scene. Issues regarding scale changes 
(distance of the user to thecamera) and light conditions may also affect the performance. Finally, and 
mostimportantly, this configuration suffers a resolution problem. The user’s motion causes a change only in a small 
region within the scene, the matter that makesit difficult to track small movements accurately.

Active motion tracking solves the above-mentioned problems. The camera is to be mounted on the user’s body. 
Now, instead of capturing the body and itssurroundings, the camera captures the view facing the body part it is 
mountedon. Instead of using special markers or detecting body features, interest points, around which local image 
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descriptors are computed, are considered. Thesepoints are examined through consecutive image frames in order to 
track themotion. We use the SIFT algorithm to extract repeatable interest points and highly discriminative local 
descriptors [10]. SIFT descriptors are invariant toscale changes and are highly robust against illumination changes, 
the matterthat enhances the flexibility of the system.

Regarding the resolution problem, it was shown in our lab that active motion tracking dramatically enhances the 
resolution of the tracking system. In fact,the enhancement is in the order of 10 times compared to the 
traditionalpassivesetup, as the active camera configuration causes a change in the entire imagecompared to changes 
limited to small image regions with the camera placedin front of the body (passive). This makes it easier to track 
even very smallmovements. 

The following theoretical discussion clarifies the concept[11]. It isassumed that the head motion is to be 
tracked.Figure 1 shows a top view of an abstract head and a camera. When the camera is located in front of the head 
(passive), it is placed at point A. The other scenario is to place the cameraon the head at point B (active). Assume 
that the head rotates around the y-axis with an angle of degrees.This causes u
pixels of the projection of a world point, P = (X,Y,Z)T, in the captured image. Based on the perspective camera 
model, u is given by:

Z
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where f represents the focal length and k the pixel size. If the camera is locatedat point A, then (1) becomes:
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Since r1cos is very small compared to r2, (2) can be written as:
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Fig. 1. Top view of a head. The head rotates with angle causing a change in the captured image. The amount of change depends on the camera 
location (A or B).
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Multiplying and dividing by cos we get:
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For the case where the camera is mounted on the head (at point B):
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As r2 r1 it follows from (4) and (5) that:
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For example, if f = 3 mm, k = 10 m, r1 = 10 cm, r2 = 100 cm, and = 45°,then the motion for both cases will 
be: uA uB = 300 pixels. This shows that it is easier to detect motion when the camera is placed 
onthe user’s body, and demonstrates the superiority of active tracking over passiveone.

3. Procedure

The camera is installed on the body part or joint to be tracked. Frames arecontinuously captured and fed to the 
system to estimate the motion. Motion parametersare estimated between two consecutive frames. Point 
correspondencesbetween these frames should be formed. This is achieved using the well-known SIFT algorithm 
[10]. Following is a listing of the main steps of the proposedsystem:

1. Capture an image frame from the camera, call it M1.
2. Extract SIFT points and descriptors from M1.
3. Capture the next image frame, call it M2.
4. Extract SIFT points and descriptors from M2.
5. Based on the SIFT descriptors, establish point correspondences, (x’, x),between points in M1 and M2.
6. Use the five-point algorithm [12] to estimate the essential matrix, E, basedon (x’, x).
7. Use RANSAC to refine the estimation process.
8. Recover the motion parameters, R and t, from E [12].
9. Set M1 = M2.
10. Go to step 3.

The process of motion parameter estimation is briefed as follows: We need to estimate the so-called essential 
matrix, E, between two frames to recover the3D rotation and translation parameters. Point correspondences, (x’, x), 
are usedto estimate E so that the epipolar constraint:

0x'x ET (7)

is satisfied. It is assumed that x’ and x are pre-multiplied by K-1, the inverseof the camera calibration matrix, K. See 
[13] for details.

At least five point correspondences are required to solve for E given K, using the five-point algorithm introduced 
by Nistér in [12]. This algorithm is morerobust and stable than other traditional algorithms.As the presence of 
outliers is inevitable, and as the five point algorithm returns up to 10 different solutions, a RANSAC algorithm [14] 
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is used for robustestimation of the essential matrix. Rotation Matrix, R, and translation vector,t, are then recovered 
from E as described in details in [12].

4. Results

4.1. Active vs. passive tracking

To show the advantage of the proposed active motion tracking system over traditional passive techniques, we 
compared the performance of both scenarios.Head motion tracking is taken here as an example, but the discussion 
appliesto any other part or joint. A simple off-the-shelf webcam is used in the tests.

Two cameras were used. One is placed on the head of the user and the other in front of him (Figure 2(a)). As the
user moves his head, 3D motionparameters are estimated once from the on-head camera (actively) and oncefrom the 
frontal camera (passively).The estimated parameters (rotation and translation) of both cases are used to fit a 3D 
model to the user’s face. Theaccuracy of the model fitting obviously depends on the estimated parameters. Figure 2 
shows some sample results of the model fitting. Four situations areshown where the user rotates his head 0°, -10°,   -
20° and -40° around the y-axis. Figure 2(b) shows the results for model fitting using active tracking.It can be noticed 
that the model fits the face accurately in all of the four cases.Results of the passive tracking technique are shown in 
Figure 2(c). As theestimated parameters in this case are not accurate, the model does not fit theface adequately.This 
shows that placing the camera on body enables for more robust motion tracking. If head tremor needs to be 
monitored, obviously thesimple active head motion estimation setup will be chosen over the passive one.

Fig. 2. 3D face model fitting. (a) Experiment setup. (b) Fitting based on motion parametersestimated actively using on-head camera. (c) Fitting 
based on motion parameters estimatedpassively using the frontal camera.
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Fig. 3. Motion tracking Demo.

4.2. Parkinson monitoring demo

We implemented a demo application in which we use the proposed systemfor Parkinson tremor monitoring. A 
camera is mounted on the dorsum of thehand as can be seen in Figure 3. Microsoft Visual C++, together with 
OpenCVand OpenGL packages were used for programming. To speed up processing, the SiftGPU package was 
used to extract SIFT keypoints and descriptors. A 3D human model is used to reflect actual human hand movements 
in real time.

Figure 3 shows some samples from one test the demo. The purpose of this testis to check the validity of the 
tracking system before monitoring the tremors.The real user of the system, with the hand-mounted camera, can be 
seen to theleft of each sample in Figure 3. To the right of it, the corresponding 3D modelis shown. As the user 
moves his hand, the 3D model responds with the samehand movement as can be seen form the figure.

Fig. 4.A screenshot of the tremor monitoring Demo.
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Figure 4 shows one screen shot of the tremor monitoring demo. Again,the 3D human model responds to user’s 
hand movements. To the right of the3D model, three curves are depicted. These curves show the rotation values
around the x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis. Spikes in the curves correspondto high rotation values, corresponding to 
strong tremors. As can be seen in thefigure, even minute motions (characterized by low curve values at the 
beginning and end of the curves) are detected and recorded. Please note that the demo constitutes a proof of concept. 
Further enhancements and tests are requiredbefore usage in real-world scenarios.

5. Conclusion

We introduced a prototype for using active vison-based motion tracking to monitor tremor diseases. Unlike 
classical setups, cameras are mounted on the patient’s body in active motion tracking. Simpler manipulation and 
more accurate results are achieved this way. Active motion tracking is high in resolution and can detect small 
motions. This has been discussed theoretically and confirmed experimentally. As proof of concept, a simple demo
for Parkinson tremor monitoring was developed. 
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